
HERITAGE™
Magellan Easel
This heavy-duty multi-media studio easel 
is constructed of beechwood with oil 
linen finish for good looks and durability. 
H-frame design provides very rigid support 
for canvases up to 55" high. Features 
a ratcheted center column for height 
extension, lower storage tray adjustment, 
and adjustable upper and lower canvas 
supports with a solid platform base.  
Folds flat for storage. Assembled 
dimensions: 20" x 20½" x 66".

No. HWE150  
SRP $315.00 ea BQ 1

NOTE: UPS/FedEx charges a large 
package surcharge.

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Shannon H-Frame Studio Easel
A solidly built, robust easel. The painting 
ground rests on an adjustable lower 
shelf which allows simple adjustment 
of the working height. The easel can 
accommodate a maximum canvas height 
of 53"/134cm and has an adjustable angle 
for preferred working position. Features 
a folding base stand for ease of storage. 
Overall height: 104"/264cm.

No. 7006130 
SRP $271.79 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Welland H-Frame Studio Easel
Constructed from seasoned beechwood 
and built for years of use. Fitted with 
casters for ease of movement and folds 
flat for easy storage. Can accommodate 
a maximum canvas height of 50¾"/129cm 
and has an adjustable angle for preferred 
working position. Features a large front 
brush tray below the canvas support. 
Overall height: 51"/129cm.

No. 7006219  
SRP $436.49 ea BQ 1

NOTE: UPS/FedEx charges a large 
package surcharge.

HERITAGE™
Columbus Easel
This A-Frame easel is a three-legged 
multi-media, dual-purpose studio and 
display easel that is designed to be stable 
and sturdy. Constructed of beechwood 
with linen oil finish. Features a ratchet 
center column for easy height and angle 
adjustments, tilts forward for pastel artists, 
and easy adjustment of upper and lower 
canvas supports. Holds canvases up to 
47" high. Folds flat for storage or transport. 
Assembled dimensions: 26" x 41" x 91".

No. HWE136  
SRP $205.00 ea BQ 1

NOTE: UPS/FedEx charges a large 
package surcharge.

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Mersey A-Frame Studio Easel
Robust beechwood studio easel offers 
both stability and flexibility of adjustment 
for a variety of canvas sizes. The lower 
support features a metal ratchet for 
adjustment of the working height. The 
easel can accommodate a maximum 
canvas height of 49"/124cm. Overall 
height: 92"/233cm.

No. 7006128 
SRP $210.79 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Hamilton Studio Easel
Handcrafted from seasoned beechwood 
and designed for watercolor, pastel, 
or oil painting. This model tilts forward 
for glare reduction for painting and tilts 
backward to form a table for watercolors 
or to apply gesso/varnish. The easel has 
a fully adjustable painting tray and folds 
flat for easy storage. Can accommodate 
a maximum canvas height of 52"/138cm. 
Overall height: 91"/231cm.

7006205 
SRP $329.49 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Tavy T-Frame Studio Easel
Suitable for oils, acrylics, and pastels. 
Handcrafted in seasoned beechwood 
providing hardness and durability, this 
easel requires minimum assembly and 
offers the capability to be to be folded flat 
for storage. Promotes stability from the 
T-frame design and can hold many sizes 
of canvas and board, with an adjustable 
feature, the maximum canvas height is 
52"/132cm. Overall height: 52"/132cm.

No. 7006227 
SRP $114.49 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Thames Radial Studio Easel
A rigid, adjustable easel constructed 
from seasoned beechwood. It can 
accommodate canvases up to 71½"/182cm 
in height and can be tilted for the ideal 
working position. The canvas rests on a 
shelf with space for brushes whilst a sliding 
top block locks the upper edge. When not 
in use the easel folds for ease of storage. 
Overall height: 95"/240cm.

No. 7006131 
SRP $180.79 ea BQ 1
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